!
Wu-Wo Unpacking Order

!

Before you begin, ensure there is tea in your brewing pot and
hot water in your thermos.

!

Lay out items in the following order:
1. Mat (ground cloth), lay out gently, please don't flap it. Place print toward the back.
2. Pad, place the print toward the front. Then remove shoes and kneel on pad to finish unpacking. Bag
should be at your right side and off the mat.
3. Tea tray on front right edge of mat. If you are using coasters, place them from right to left at the left
front edge.
4. Thermos off the left side of mat next to your thigh. If surface is unstable, lay thermos on its side.
5. Tea towel (folded with timer inside) in front of thermos.
6. Bundle with brewing pot and two cups in front of tea towel.
7. Bundle with serving pot and two cups in front of brewing pot bundle.
8. Pause. Place brewing mat centered in front of you. If using a wrap, place it as a brewing mat in step
twelve.
9. Bring serving pot bundle in front of you and unwrap pot and cups, placing them on your tray.
10. Place cups on front of tray (farthest away from you) and pot on back of tray.
11. Fold cup covers in wrap and place back in your bag.
12. Bring brewing pot bundle in front of you and unwrap. Place the two cups on the tray and turn the
wrap to make it square if you are using it as your brewing mat.
13. Return the two cup covers to the bag. If using a separate brew mat, fold cup covers in wrap and
return them to bag.
14. Place brew pot on left of mat and serving pot on right, spouts facing to the left.
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15. Bring folded tea towel and place on the brewing mat with open end toward yourself behind the two
pots. Timer can be removed from tea towel and placed to right of mat.

Pack in reverse:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Wrap brewing pot and two cups, tight and neat, place in front of thermos.
Wrap serving pot and two cups, place in front of brewing pot.
Place both bundles in bag, adjusting so that your brewing pot is sitting flat.
Place towel and thermos in bag.
Place coasters and tray in bag.
Fold pad and place in bag.
Pick up mat from the center edges, keeping the side that was touching the ground folded onto itself. No
flapping!

Note: Adjustments can be made to accommodate those who brew using an elevated tray.
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